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ABSTRACT
The remarkable progress of network embedding has led to state-
of-the-art algorithms in recommendation. However, the sparsity
of user-item interactions (i.e., explicit preferences) on websites re-
mains a big challenge for predicting users’ behaviors. Although
research efforts have been made in utilizing some auxiliary infor-
mation (e.g., social relations between users) to solve the problem,
the existing rich heterogeneous auxiliary relationships are still not
fully exploited. Moreover, previous works relied on linearly com-
bined regularizers and suffered parameter tuning.
In this work, we collect abundant relationships from common
user behaviors and item information, and propose a novel frame-
work named IntentGC to leverage both explicit preferences and
heterogeneous relationships by graph convolutional networks. In
addition to the capability of modeling heterogeneity, IntentGC can
learn the importance of different relationships automatically by
the neural model in a nonlinear sense. To apply IntentGC to web-
scale applications, we design a faster graph convolutional model
named IntentNet by avoiding unnecessary feature interactions. Em-
pirical experiments on two large-scale real-world datasets and on-
line A/B tests in Alibaba demonstrate the superiority of ourmethod
over state-of-the-art algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the ever-growing volume of online information, recommender
system has become an effective key solution on a variety of web-
sites (e.g., Amazon, Youtube, Alibaba) for helping users discover
interesting products or contents. Due to successes of deep learn-
ing and network embedding in recent years, the algorithms that
power these recommender systems are generally based on the idea
that user preferences or item semantics can be learned by neural
models in the form of low-dimensional representations, which in
turn can be used for recommendation by searching the closest em-
beddings in the low-dimensional space.
Among different information that could be obtained on web-
sites, user interactions with items (clicks, etc.) are the most com-
mon and explicit indicators of user preferences. Many algorithms
have been proposed by utilizing these explicit behaviors to predict
users’ preferred items [12, 21]. However, a major downside is that,
these explicit preferences are quite sparse, which severely limits
themodel capability for recommendation. On the other hand, there
are usually rich auxiliary relationships that imply user preferences
and item semantics, which could help overcome the sparsity issue.
Several research works have explored such auxiliary relationships
and demonstrated their effectiveness [6, 7, 20]. To list a few, Wang
et al. [6] proposed a cross-domain solution that preserve user-user
social relationships from a social domain and user-item relation-
ships from a content domain. The authors in [20] modeled items
in a homogeneous graph and adopted a DeepWalk approach to pre-
serve item co-occurrences (clicked in the same session). These aux-
iliary relationships widely exist and can be used to improve the
performance of recommendation.
However, we find that all previous works only captured one
type of auxiliary information for users and/or one type for items
in the model (see Fig. 1), while ignoring a plenty of additional het-
erogeneous relationships on the graph. We provide an illustrative
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Figure 1: Examples of previously utilized auxiliary relation-
ships
example on an e-commerce website in Fig. 2. We can see that, be-
sides explicit user interactions on items, there is rich auxiliary in-
formation such as user submitted query words, visited shops, pre-
ferred brands and properties. These auxiliary relationships are po-
tentially useful in capturing more semantics and relevance. For in-
stance, the query words contain content information of user re-
quirements which are effective to link users with similar interests
as well as to find items with similar content. Likewise, the brands
link users with similar taste of fashion styles and provide comple-
mentary information to content similarity. However, these hetero-
geneous auxiliary relationships are not fully considered in recom-
mendation. In this work, we are concerned with studying a unified
framework to capture both explicit preferences and all heteroge-
neous auxiliary relationships of users and items.
To this end, we extend Graph Convolutional Network (GCN)
to achieve the goal. The core idea behind GCN is to generalize
the convolutional neural networks on graph-structured data [11,
13], which has presented capabilities of content propagation and
high-level expressiveness, and demonstrated great success in node
classification tasks. More recently, researchers in Pinterest have
adoptedGraphSage (a state-of-the-art GCNmodel) on an itemgraph
to recommend related items [22]. However, both their problem and
solution are intrinsically different from our work due to:
1) Their model considers only item information, while ignoring
users and auxiliary objects.
2) To scale up, GraphSage needs to sample many clustered mini-
graphs of items for embedding reuse. However, it is hard to find
such clustered mini-graphs that contain both users and items, due
to the sparsity issuementioned above. It is very likely that themini-
graph sampling algorithm ends up with a very large subgraph (or
even the whole graph). Thus, the idea of GraphSage is not suitable
for large-scale user-item graphs in our context.
3) Their method is proposed for homogeneous networks, while
user-item graphs studied in this work are heterogeneous.
Our Work. In this work, we propose a novel GCN-based frame-
work called IntentGC for large-scale recommendation which cap-
tures both explicit user preferences and heterogeneous relation-
ships of auxiliary information by graph convolutions. There are
mainly three innovative points of IntentGC:
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Figure 2: Examples of heterogeneous auxiliary relationships
on e-commerce websites
1) Fully exploiting auxiliary information: We capture plenty of
heterogeneous relationships to boost the performance of recom-
mendation. To facilitatemodeling and improve robustness, we trans-
late auxiliary relationships of first order proximity into more ro-
bustweighted relationships of second order proximity. For instance,
if user1 submits a queryword “Spiderman”, we think there is a con-
nection between user1 and “Spiderman” (first order proximity). If
user1 and user2 both submit query words “Spiderman”, “Ironman”,
“Thor”, we think there is a more robust relationship between user1
and user2 (second order proximity), as they are probably fans of
Marvel movies. With different types of auxiliary objects, we can
generate heterogeneous relationships of second-order proximity.
IntentGC automatically determines the weights of different types
of relationships in training. We find these heterogeneous relation-
ships are useful and complementary to each other in practice, and
can significantly improve the performance.
2) Faster graph convolution: To remove the limitation of train-
ing on clustered mini-graphs for large-scale graphs, we propose a
novel convolutional network named IntentNet, which is not only
more efficient but also more effective than GraphSage. The Intent-
Net takes a faster graph convolution mechanism. The key idea of
IntentNet is to avoid unnecessary feature interactions by divid-
ing the functionality of graph convolution into two components:
a vector-wise convolution component for neighborhood feature
propagation and a fully-connected network component for node
feature interaction. Benefiting from this mechanism, we deploy a
distributed architecture for simple mini-batch training (sampling
nodes).
3) Dual graph convolution in heterogeneous networks: To pre-
serve the heterogeneity of users and items, we design a dual graph
convolutional model for network representation learning. First, we
take advantage of two independent IntentNets that separately op-
erate on user nodes and item nodes. After nonlinear projection
through the fully-connected network in the respective IntentNet,
the obtained embeddings of users and items can be deemed to form
a common space. Then, with training guided by explicit prefer-
ences, relevance can be assessed between users and items in the
space.
It is worth to note that, unlike previous works of capturing auxil-
iary relationships in the objective function with a regularizer [6, 7],
which is linear and heavily depends on handcraft parameter tun-
ing, our method can automatically learn the importance of differ-
ent auxiliary relationships through non-linear neural network. We
note that auxiliary information could also be designed as node in-
put features. However, nodes sharing some input features would
not be near in the high-level embedding space due to the complex
neural network projection. By further modeling auxiliary informa-
tion as relationships in translated affinity graphs, IntentGC can
directly learn from node relationships, which could significantly
improve the performance. Experiments also confirm it.
The main contribution of this work is summarized in the follow-
ing:
1) We propose IntentGC, an effective and efficient graph con-
volution framework. To our best knowledge, this is the first work
to model explicit preferences and heterogeneous relationships in a
unified framework for recommendation.
2) We design a novel graph convolutional network named In-
tentNet with a faster graph convolution mechanism. It leads to
22.1% gain in MRR and 75.6% reduction of running time.
3) We conduct extensive offline experiments on two large-scale
datasets and deploy an online system with production A/B tests
at Alibaba. In offline evaluation, we improve MRR by 95.1%, and
in online A/B tests IntentGC shows 65.4% improvement in click-
through-rate (CTR), compared to the best baseline.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Network Embedding
Network embedding aims to represent graph nodes in a low di-
mensional space where the network structure and properties are
preserved. It can benefit a variety of tasks including recommenda-
tion. Many effective network embedding algorithms have been pro-
posed [10, 15, 17, 19, 25]. We briefly review some of these methods
here. Readers can refer to [4, 9] for a comprehensive survey. Deep-
Walk [15] deployed truncated random walks on nodes to learn
latent representations by treating walks as the equivalent of sen-
tences. Following this pioneer work, node2vec [10] extended Deep-
Walkwithmore sophisticated randomwalks and breadth-first search
schema. SDNE [19] exploited the first-order proximity and second-
order proximity in a joint approach to capture both the local and
global network structure. DVNE [25] learned a Gaussian distribu-
tion in theWasserstein space for each node to preserve more prop-
erties such as transitivity and uncertainty.
While extensive works have beenmade for representation learn-
ing in homogeneous networks, the graphs in real-world applica-
tions are more likely to be heterogeneous information networks
(HINs). To take advantage of the rich information in HINs, a cou-
ple of algorithms have also been proposed to deal with the hetero-
geneity [3, 5, 16, 24]. Metapath2vec++ exploited meta-path based
random walks to maximize the biased transition probabilities ac-
cording to human expertise [5]. HEER embeded HINs via an ad-
ditional edge representation to bridge the semantic gap between
heterogeneous nodes [16]. Although these methods can be applied
to general HINs, they treat each type of relationships with equal
importance in the model, which is not appropriate to boost rec-
ommender systems since the user-item relationships are the main
objective to predict. Currently, little attention has been paid to uti-
lizing heterogeneous information to strengthen the performance
of recommendation.
2.2 Graph Convolutional Networks
In recent years, more attention was paid to applying convolutional
neural networks on graph-structured data [2, 11, 13, 18]. Bruna
et al. defined the convolution operation in the Fourier domain by
computing the eigendecomposition of the graph Laplacian [2]. To
reduce the complexity of convolution, Kipf and Welling proposed
the GCN model by simplifying previous methods via first-order
approximation of localized spectral filters on graphs [13]. To be
specific, they considered a convolution operation for each node
as a mean-aggregation of all the adjacent feature vectors, with a
transformation by a fully connected layer and a nonlinear activa-
tion function. However, in their model, the representations of the
central node and neighbor nodes were aggregated with the same
weight and non-trainable. More recently, Hamilton et al. proposed
GraphSage that extends the GCN approach further in an inductive
manner [11]. This technique sampled a fixed-size neighborhood of
each node to avoid operating on the entire graph Laplacian. They
also improved GCN by concatenating each node’s representation
with the aggregated neighborhood vector for learning interaction
weights. Although there is remarkable progress, previous research
works in GCN are mainly focused on homogeneous graphs. In this
work, we propose a novel algorithm that extends GCN to hetero-
geneous information networks, and significantly improves both ef-
fectiveness and efficiency in recommendation.
2.3 Recommendation
Recently, deep learning based algorithms have achieved significant
successes in the recommendation literature [23]. Based onwhether
capturing user information in the model, there are mainly two
types of methods: 1) item-item recommendation and 2) user-item
recommendation. The motivation of item-item recommendation is
to find similar items to a user’s historically interacted items. In this
line of works, Wang and Huang et al. [20] adopted a DeepWalk
approach with side information to obtain vector representations
on an item graph. Ying et al. [22] proposed a random walk based
GraphSage algorithm (named PinSage).
Different from the above works, our method falls into the user-
item recommendation group [12, 14, 21]. This group of methods
aims to predict a user’s preferred items directly, which is gener-
ally more related to satisfaction of users and also more challeng-
ing due to the sparsity issue. To alleviate the problem of sparsity,
several works attempt to utilize additional auxiliary relationships.
For example, Gao et al. [7] designed a biased random walk method
to utilize deduced user-user and item-item relationships from the
user-item bipartite graph. Wang et al. [6] incorporated social re-
lationships in a cross-domain setting. However, existing methods
consider only one type of auxiliary relationships for users and/or
items, while ignoring abundant heterogeneous auxiliary relation-
ships on the graph. Moreover, previous methods usually capture
auxiliary relationships via regularizers, which limits the capabil-
ity of the model and also heavily depends on handcraft parameter
tuning. In this work, we propose a novel framework IntentGC to
exploit both explicit preferences and a rich set of heterogeneous
auxiliary relationships. It can automatically determine the impor-
tance of different kinds of auxiliary relationships by graph convo-
lutions.
3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Wemathematically formulate the problemof recommendation. First,
let us consider a typical scenario on an e-commerce website: Last
week, Jack has queried about a couple of keywords with some de-
mands. From the lists of returned items, he clicked some attrac-
tive items for detailed information. During this week, he also vis-
ited some online shops for checking out new books. Finally on
Saturday, he purchased several books with the bestseller property
and a T-shirt of his favorite brand. Based on Jack’s behaviors, the
platform has collected rich information (submitted query words,
clicked items, visited shops, preferred properties and brands) for
recommending potential interesting items to him in a personalized
manner.
This kind of recommendation scenario could also be observed
on other websites. Generally, multiple kinds of objects and histori-
cal user behaviors on a website form a heterogeneous information
network, as defined in the following:
Definition 1. Heterogeneous Information Network (HIN) is
an undirected graph G = (V,E), where V is the set of nodes and
E ⊆ V ×V is the set of edges between nodes inV . G is associated
with a node type mapping φ : V → Γv and an edge type mapping
ψ : E → Γe , where |Γv | > 1 and / or |Γe | > 1.V can be written as
V = V1 ∪ V2 ∪ · · · ∪ Vr ∪ · · · ∪ VR , where Vr denotes the set of
nodes with type r and R = |Γv |.
User-Item Recommendation. Particularly, in recommendation
we denote V1 as the set of user nodes and V2 as the set of item
nodes, withV3, . . . ,VR representing the other objects’ nodes (query
words, brands, etc.). We also denote E = Elabel ∪Eunlabel , where
Elabel ⊆ V1 ×V2 represents the set of edges between user nodes
and item nodes, and Eunlabel = E \ Elabel represents the other
edges. Since a typical recommendation setting in real-world is to
predict a user’s preferred items according to previous behaviors,
we use G = (V, E) to denote the graph constructed by historical
data, and Gp = (Vp , Ep ) to denote the graph of the real future.
Then we can formulate the user-item recommendation problem as
a link prediction problem on graph in the following:
Input: A HIN G = (V,E) based on historical data.
Output: A predicted edge set Ê
p
label
, which is the prediction of
the real edge set E
p
label
on Gp .
4 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we propose a novel framework for user-item rec-
ommendation on HIN. Our approach has three key characteristics:
i) Network Translation, which translates the original graph into a
special kind of HIN; ii) Faster Convolutional Network, which takes
the advantage of vector-wise convolution for scaling up and syn-
thesizes heterogeneous relationships in an optimal sense; iii) Dual
Graph Convolution, which learns representations for both users
and items on the translated HIN. Finally, we summarize the frame-
work of our solution.
4.1 Network Translation
The heterogeneous nodes and relationships as the ones in Fig. 2
provide us with not only rich information but also incompatible
semantics and more challenges. Although modeling each type of
edges using a type-specific manifold is a possible solution [16], the
high complexity and computational cost is infeasible for large data
when dealing with many types of nodes and edges. Fortunately, in
recommendation we only care about the representations of users
and items. Motivated by this, we adapt a method similar to [7, 24]
to translate original auxiliary relationships to user-user relation-
ships or item-item relationships. Intuitively, if users u1 and u2 are
both connected by an auxiliary node inVr (r > 2), there is also an
indirect relationship between u1 and u2. In this paper, we utilize
the second-order proximity [9] to capture the similarity between
two users (or items), which is measured by the number of com-
mon auxiliary neighbors of the same type shared by them. In this
way, we can encode the semantic information brought by auxiliary
nodes into a set of heterogeneous user-user relationships and/or
item-item relationships, and translate the HIN accordingly. Other
generation method like meta-path based random walk is also ap-
plicable for network translation, but our approach leads to robust
neighborhoods and simple implementation.
For clarity and ease of derivation, we first consider the case
V = V1∪V2∪V3. I.e., we only have one type of auxiliary nodes. By
adding new second-order relationships to and removing the origi-
nal auxiliary relationships and nodes from the HIN G, we obtained
a new and simplified HIN G = (U ,V ,EU ,EV ,Elabel ), where U
and V denote the sets of user nodes and item nodes, respectively.
Elabel ⊆ U × V is exactly the same as Elabel before translation.
EU ⊆ U × U and EV ⊆ V × V are the sets of generated edges be-
tween users and between items, respectively. Note for clarity, we
assume there is only one type of edges betweenV1 (orV2) andV3.
Nevertheless, our framework is general and allows multiple edge
types. Each eu (i, j) ∈ EU is associated with a similarity weight
su (i, j), which represents the second-order proximity in the origin
graph. sv (i, j) for ev (i, j) is defined with the same notion as su (i, j).
Therefore, we can use SU = [su (i, j)] and SV = [sv (i, j)] to rep-
resent the weight matrices for EU and EV , respectively. We also
define N(ui ) (or N(vi )), the set of neighbors of each node ui (or
vi ), as the top ρ within-type similar nodes according to SU (or SV ).
Now we consider the caseV = {V1,V2, . . . ,VR } with R types
of nodes. For each auxiliary node type, we follow the process above
for generating user-user/item-item edges. In this way, we can fi-
nally get 2R − 4 types of heterogeneous relationships where each
can be denoted as E
(r )
U
(or E
(r )
V
) with a weight matrix S
(r )
U
(or S
(r )
V
).
Likewise, the corresponding neighborhoods for u and v can be de-
noted by N (r )(u) and N (r )(v), respectively.
We call the translated graphG as user-item HIN. Then the prob-
lem becomes predicting E
p
label
(i.e., E
p
label
) given the user-item
HING.
4.2 Faster Convolutional Network: IntentNet
Motivation. The core idea of GCNs is iteratively aggregating fea-
ture information from neighborhood by local filters. However, a
major downside of it is the high complexity of computation. For
instance, a 3-stacked GCNmodel with only 10 truncated neighbors
involves 100+ convolution operations for each node on the graph,
which is unacceptable forweb-scale applications as thewhole graph
usually has hundreds of millions of nodes. In previous works, a
commonmethod for scaling up is to use a mini-subgraph sampling
strategy, as did in [22]. They develop a producer-consumer dis-
tributed training method. In each iteration, it samples a clustered
subgraph M by producer, and performs forward propagation on
M to get all the nodes’ representations by consumer. A clustered
subgraph is produced in a breadth-first-search style on item-item
graph. In this way, GCN is performed only once for each sampled
subgraph with embedding vectors being reused during updating
(all training pairs should be contained in the subgraph). However,
for user-item HIN G, it is difficult to generate such clustered sub-
graphs for representation reusing. This is because the user-item
preference links are quite sparse. If we follow the producer in their
method for sampling, we would get a very huge subgraph, or even
the whole graph. Hence, in order to apply our approach on large-
scale graphs, we develop a faster convolution operation which al-
lows ordinary node sampling.
Vector-wise convolution operation. For clarity, we first con-
sider only one type of auxiliary relationships, and then extend our
method to handle heterogeneous relationships. We only use user
nodes for illustration since user nodes and items nodes are sym-
metric on G. A layer of graph convolution contains two parts: 1)
aggregation and 2) convolution function. The aggregation is a pool-
ing layer for aggregating the feature information from neighbors,
which can be formulated as:
hk−1
N(u)
= AGGREGATE(hk−1a , ∀a ∈ N(u)) (1)
where hk−1a denotes the embedding vector of user a after the (k −
1)-th convolutional layer, and AGGREGATE is a pooling function
(mean, etc.). The neighborhood vector hk−1
N(u)
incorporates feature
information from u’s neighborhood into the representation.
After aggregation, we need to combine the utility of self node
and neighborhood by a convolution function. A typical convolu-
tion function is [11]:
hku = σ (W
k · CONCAT(hk−1u , h
k−1
N(u)
)) (2)
This function first concatenates the current node’s vector hk−1u and
its neighborhood vector hk−1
N(u)
. Then, it feeds the concatenated vec-
tor through a fully-connected neural network layer with nonlinear
activation σ , so as to learn feature interactions during the repre-
sentation transformation. We call this conventional function “bit-
wise” in this paper.
However, we observe that it is not necessary to learn all fea-
ture interactions between every pair of features in the concate-
nated vectors. During representation learning, there are mainly
two tasks in the convolution operation: One is to learn the interac-
tions between self node and its neighborhood, which determines
how neighborhood boosts the results; the other one is to learn the
interactions between different dimensions of the embedding space,
which will extract useful combinatory features automatically. A
key insight is that the interaction between feature hi in h
k−1
u and
hj (j , i) in h
k−1
N(u)
is less informative. For instance, the age and ca-
reer of a user (feature interaction in the same node) might suggest
Self
Neighbors
hu
k-1
N (u)
k-1h
u
k-1
h
(a) Bit-wise
Self
Neighbors
u
k-1h
N (u)
k-1
h
ugk-1(1)
ugk-1(2)
ugk-1(3)
u
k
h
(b) Vector-wise
Figure 3: Bit-wise and vector-wise graph convolution
some preferred categories. Incorporating the rating feature of a
user’s neighborhood into his representation (interaction between
nodes w.r.t the same feature) might be helpful to recommend re-
lated items. However, combining the age of a user and the rating
feature of his neighborhood would probably result in meaningless
guesses. Based on this observation, we designed a vector-wise con-
volution function in the following:
gk−1u (i) = σ (w
k−1
u (i, 1) · h
k−1
u +w
k−1
u (i, 2) · h
k−1
N(u)
) (3)
hku = σ (
L∑
i=1
θk−1i · g
k−1
u (i)) (4)
wherewk−1u (i, 1) andw
k−1
u (i, 2) denote the i-th local filter’sweights
for self node and neighborhood, respectively. Each local filter in
Eq. (3) can be viewed as learning how self node and neighbor-
hood interact in a vector-wise manner. With all local filters being
learned, we use another vector-wise layer as in Eq. (4) to encode
them into the representation of hku for the next convolutional layer.
The multiple local filters here ensure a rich information extraction
capability, following the spirit of CNN [8]. All these weights are
shared on the graph. A comparison of vector-wise convolution and
bit-wise convolution is depicted in Fig. 3. For either bit-wise or
vector-wise approach, the graph convolution can be viewed as op-
erations onXk ∈ R
N×M×C , whereN denotes the number of nodes,
M denotes the number of neighbors, andC denotes the dimension-
ality of node representation. If we view C as the number of chan-
nels of the tensor Xk , by basic mathematical derivation, bit-wise
convolution is equivalent to 1-D CNN and our vector-wise convo-
lution is equivalent to a variant of 1-D CNN where local filters’
weights are shared among channels. We omit the detailed proof
due to space limitation.
IntentNet.With the proposed convolution operation, we then can
build stacked convolutional layers to form a network, which is
highly efficient and capable of learning useful interactions from
neighborhood propagation. However, this only achieves one task
of graph convolution, so we further feed the output representa-
tion of the last convolutional layer through three additional fully-
connected layers, in order to learn the feature interactions among
different dimensions of the embedding space.Wename thismethod
as IntentNet, with the core idea of dividing the work of graph con-
volution into two components: vector-wise convolution for learn-
ing the neighborhood’s utility, and fully-connected layers for ex-
tracting the node-level combinatory features. In practice, IntentGC
is not only more efficient than conventional GCNs but also more
effective in performance. A probable reason is that IntentGC can
avoid useless feature interactions and is more robust to overfitting.
More details will be presented in Section 5.3.
Complexity. Generally, we usem to denote the sizes of represen-
tation vectors in different layers since they are similar in order of
magnitude. Firstly, we analyze the complexity of the convolution
operation. For ρ-neighborhood, each convolution operation of In-
tentNet needs an aggregation with O(m ∗ ρ) complexity, a vector-
wise scanning with O(m ∗ L) complexity (L is the number of local
filters) and a local filters merge with O(m ∗ L) complexity. Putting
them together, the time cost is O(m ∗ (ρ + L)). Since ρ ≪ m and
L ≪ m are typically small integers1 , they can be regarded as con-
stants. Then we have O(m∗(ρ+L)) ≈ O(m). In comparison, Graph-
Sage (using ordinary node sampling for training) needs an aggrega-
tionwithO(m∗ρ) complexity and a dense convolution (Eq.(2)) with
O(m2) complexity. The total cost is O(m∗(ρ+m)) ≈ O(m2) for each
convolution operation. Nowwe analyze forq-stacked graph convo-
lution. Both algorithms will run q iterations, where the r -th itera-
tion needs (1+ρ+· · ·+ρq−r ) =
ρq−r+1−1
ρ−1 number of graph convolu-
tions. Forq iterations, both algorithms need
ρ+ρ2+· · ·+ρq−q
ρ−1 ≈ ρ
q−1
number of graph convolutions. In summary, IntentNet’s time cost
is O(ρq−1∗m+m2) (them2 term corresponds to the cost of the fully-
connected layers after the q convolutional layers), while Graph-
Sage’s cost is O(ρq−1 ∗m2). We conclude that IntentNet is more
efficient than GraphSage.
Heterogeneous relationships. We now extend IntentNet to cap-
ture more heterogeneous relationships of auxiliary information in
the model. Consider EU = E
(1)
U
∪E
(2)
U
∪· · ·∪E
(R−2)
U
with R−2 types
of user-user relationships. In this case, the vector-wise convolution
operation in Eq. (3) can be generalized as follows:
gk−1u (i) = σ (w
k−1
u (i, 1) · h
k−1
u +
R−2∑
r=1
wk−1u (i, r + 1) · h
k−1
N(r )(u)
) (5)
where hk−1
N(r )(u)
denotes the aggregated vector through the r -th type
of neighborhood according to S
(r )
U
. Likewise, theweights {wk−1u (i, r+
1)}r=R−2r=0 of local filter i are shared on the graph. The purpose
of these weights is to learn the contribution of different types of
neighborhoods. For instance, how does the user-user (by query
words) relationship affects the final representation?
An intuitive overview of the generalized IntentNet model with
two convolutional layers is provided in Fig. 4. A “Convolve” box
performs the convolution function for one node on the graph (De-
tailed structure of a convolve box is shown in the second layer). It
takes the node itself and its pooled heterogeneous neighborhoods
as input. In each layer, convolutionweights are shared among nodes.
1In our case, ρ = 10 and L = 3, whilem is at least several hundred, in order to well
consume large-scale training data
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Figure 4: Overview of our IntentNet model
4.3 Dual Graph Convolution in HIN
To handle the heterogeneity between users and items, we propose
a dual graph convolution model to learn their embeddings. We use
xu and xv to represent the input feature vectors of user u and item
v , respectively. In addition, we also sample a negative item for each
user-item link to form a complete training tuple as (xu , xv , xneд ),
where the negative item is served as a contrast for the positive item
in the training process.
We employ two IntentNets, IntentNetu and IntentNetv , for users
and items respectively. By iteratively running q times of convolu-
tional forward propagation as in Eq (1), Eq (5) and Eq (4) and ad-
ditional dense forward propagation via the fully-connected layers,
we can obtain the final user and item representations zu , zv , by
IntentNetu and IntentNetv respectively. Although there is seman-
tic gap between user space and item space, the additional three
dense layers of IntentNet can play a role in projecting both users
and items into a common embedding space. Besides, we also obtain
zneд for the sampled negative item in a training tuple by IntentNetv .
For training the parameters of the model, we minimize the fol-
lowing triplet loss function:
J(xu , xv , xneд ) = max{0, zu · zneд − zu · zv + δ } (6)
This triplet loss is designed as a max-margin approach, where δ
denotes the margin hyper-parameter, and inner product is used to
measure the similarity score between a user node and an item node.
The core idea is that the score between the user and the linked item
should be higher than that between the user and a sampled nega-
tive item. Minimizing Eq. (6) can actually maximize the margin of
these two scores, which results in a model where high scores can
probably lead to real connections.
Moreover, in order to train a robust model to distinguish pos-
itive items from negative items that are similar, we sample nega-
tive items in the same root category as the corresponding positive
items to ensure “hardness” of the learning. More details of negative
sampling are described in Appendix A.5.
4.4 The IntentGC Framework
We now summarize our solution in a framework for user-item rec-
ommendation, as illustrated in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 IntentGC
1: Network Translation:
2: Translate the original HIN G = (V, E) into user-item HIN
G according to Section 4.1
3: Training:
4: Initialize all parameters of IntentNets: Ωu and Ωv
5: Obtain feature matrices Xu = [xu ] and Xv = [xv ]
6: For i = 1 to batchnum:
7: Sampling mini batch of tuples <xu , xv , xneд>
8: Generate representations for each tuple according to Sec-
tion 4.2. In real implementation, this is computed via matrix
operation:
9: Set zu = IntentNet(xu ,Ωu )
10: Set zv = IntentNet(xv ,Ωv )
11: Set zneд = IntentNet(xneд ,Ωv )
12: UpdateΩu andΩv byminimizing the triplet loss in Eq. (6)
13: Inference:
14: Zu = IntentNet(Xu ,Ωu ) using trained Ωu
15: Zv = IntentNet(Xv ,Ωv ) using trained Ωv
16: Obtain Ê
p
label
by approximate K-nearest search according
to Zu and Zv
The IntentGC framework has three main components: 1) Net-
work Translation, 2) Training, 3) Inference. We provide more de-
tails in the following:
Network Translation. The input of our algorithm is a heteroge-
neous information network G which is constructed by historical
records. Following the method described in Section 4.1, we gener-
ate second-order relationships by auxiliary nodes and translate the
origin HIN G into the user-item HING (line 2).
Training. Given the translated graphG, we train ourmodel in four
steps: 1) Initialization. We initialize all parameters of themodel and
obtain feature vectors for users and items (lines 4-5). For clarity,
Ωu (or Ωv ) denotes the matrix of all parameters of IntentNetu (or
IntentNetv ). Xu = [xu ] and Xv = [xv ] denotes the feature matri-
ces for all users and items, respectively; 2) Sampling. We generate
<xu , xv , xneд> tuples in a mini-batch manner, where each <xu ,
xv> pair is sampled from user-item edges and xneд is a negative
item sampled in the same root category (line 7); 3) Forward propa-
gation. We feed the mini-batch to IntentNetu and IntentNetv and
obtain the output representation vectors (lines 8-11). Each Intent-
Net contains q graph convolutional layers for content propagation
and three fully-connected layers for capturing feature interactions;
4) Parameter Updating. We update the parameters of model by per-
forming gradient descent to minimize the triplet loss function in
Eq. (6) (line 12). Steps 2-4 are performed iteratively until stopping
condition is met.
Inference. After training, we can process all users and items to get
their Z vectors (lines 14-15), and perform approximate K-nearest
neighbors search [1] accordingly for recommendation (line 16).
Table 1: Statistics of two datasets
dataset #users #items #labeled edges #auxiliary edges
Taobao 278M 250M 1.8 billion 44.1 billion
Amazon 14M 6M 12 M 37 M
5 EXPERIMENTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods for user-item rec-
ommendation, we conduct a comprehensive suite of experiments
on two large-scale datasets for offline evaluation (Section 5.3), and
also via online A/B test on the advertising platform of Alibaba (Sec-
tion 5.4). We aim to answer the following questions: i) How does
IntentGC perform compared to state-of-the-art recommendation
algorithms? ii) Is the proposed IntentNet model more efficient and
effective than GraphSage on billion-scale graph? iii) Can multiple
kinds of auxiliary relationships further improve the performance?
5.1 Datasets
We use two real-world datasets with timestamps in offline evalu-
ation: 1) a dataset of 9 days’ records extracted from Taobao App
of Alibaba, denoted as Taobao; 2) a public dataset with product re-
views provided byAmazon, denoted asAmazon2. In Taobao dataset,
we treat user clicks on items as explicit preferences, so the task is
to recommend a user a list of items that he would probably click. In
Amazon dataset, we consider high ratings as explicit preferences
on items, so the prediction task is to recommend a user a list of
items that would probably receive high ratings from him. The sta-
tistics of the two datasets are shown in Table 1. In online evalu-
ation, for each day we will use a dataset with similar format of
Taobao, except that it contains the latest records of the last week.
We leave the details of data preparation in Appendix A.3.
5.2 Compared Methods
The compared algorithms in our experiments include:
DeepWalk: This is a classic homogeneous network embedding
method. We implement a similar approach like [20] for item-item
recommendation.
GraphSage: This is a state-of-the-art method of GCN. Like Pin-
Sage in [22], we implement it for item-item recommendation.
DSPR: This method is a Deep Semantic Similarity Model (DSSM)
based algorithm adopted by many companies [21], including Al-
ibaba. It utilizes only explicit preferences in the model.
Metapath2vec++: This is a widely used heterogenous network
embedding algorithm [5].We implement it on the translated graph
G and utilize user-user-item-item as the meta-path to obtain rep-
resentations.
BiNE: This method preserves both explicit preferences and one
type of auxiliary relationships by joint optimization (regulariza-
tion) [7]. We implement it with the deduced user-user/item-item
relationships as in [7], which can also be viewed as auxiliary rela-
tionships.
2http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
IntentGC(Single): This is a simple version of IntentGC that we
propose in this paper. In this version, we capture only one type of
auxiliary relationships (the same one with BiNE) for comparison.
IntentGC(All): This is the full version of IntentGC. In this version,
we incorporate all kinds of heterogeneous auxiliary relationships.
There are actually three types of methods in our experiments:
1) DeepWalk and GraphSage are item-item recommendation meth-
ods which do not capture user information in the model. 2) DSPR
is a user-item recommendation method that directly predicts user
preferred items but consider no auxiliary relationships. 3) Meta-
path2vec++, BiNE, and our methods not only take advantage of
explicit preferences but also auxiliary relationships. This setting
provides us a comprehensive study of our methods as well as in-
sights of progress in recommendation.
5.3 Offline Evaluation
To evaluate the performance, we employ twometrics: 1) area under
the ROC curve (AUC) and 2) mean reciprocal rank (MRR), which
takes into account the rank of item i among recommended items
for user u:
MRR =
1
|L|
∑
(u,i )∈L
1
⌈Ru,i/100⌉
(7)
where Ru,i is the rank of the item i in the recommended item list for
useru ,L is the set of positive user-item pairs (i.e., clicks in Taobao,
high ratings in Amazon) in the test dataset. Due to the large scale
of testing instances (over 3 billion in Taobao), we employ a scaled-
version of the MRR in Eq. (7) by the factor 100 as in [22].
Performance Comparison. The performance results of all the
methods are presented in Table 2. In Taobao dataset, it shows that
our proposed IntentGC algorithms outperform state-of-the-art al-
gorithms significantly in both AUC and MRR. There are four im-
portant observations in Table 2: 1) from DeepWalk to GraphSage,
the AUC increases 0.030 and MRR increases 44.2%, indicating that
the content propagation power of GCN is quite useful for recom-
mendation; 2) from GraphSage to DSPR, the AUC increases 0.0198
and MRR increases 58.6%. It presents the fact that predicting user-
item link directly is much more appropriate than homogeneous
network embedding methods in the task of user-item recommen-
dation. 3) from BiNE to IntentGC(Single), the AUC increases 0.015
and MRR increases 41.5%. This demonstrates that, with the same
type of auxiliary relationships (deduced user-user/item-item rela-
tionships), IntentGC can learn better than BiNE, which confirms
our analysis in the beginning. 4) from IntentGC(Single) to IntentGC(All),
the AUC increases 0.012 and MRR increases 37.8%, which demon-
strates that modeling heterogeneous auxiliary relationships can
further improve the performance. Moreover, IntentGC(ALL) also
outperforms DSPR. Because information of all auxiliary objects
are also designed in the input features shared among the meth-
ods, IntentGC(ALL) could be viewed as reducing to DSPR when
no auxiliary relationships are used. This suggests that further em-
ploying the information of auxiliary objects as heterogeneous aux-
iliary relationships in IntentGC can boost the performance. From
these observations, we can gain some insights of progress in the
recommendation literature. Similar results are also observed in the
public Amazon dataset in Table 2.
Table 2: Offline performance of compared methods
dataset Taobao Taobao Amazon Amazon
algorithm AUC MRR AUC MRR
DeepWalk 0.622829 0.0822 0.675525 0.6230
GraphSage 0.653121 0.1186 0.716853 0.7847
DSPR 0.672956 0.1881 0.778336 1.2102
metapath2vec++ 0.673261 0.1893 0.783334 1.3325
BiNE 0.674835 0.1920 0.789051 1.4693
IntentGC(Single) 0.689367 0.2718 0.826094 2.2249
IntentGC(All) 0.701740 0.3746 0.837589 2.7981
Table 3: IntentNet vs GCN in Taobao
algorithm Training Time AUC MRR
IntentGC(Single) with GraphSage 78h 0.680296 0.2226
IntentGC(Single) with IntentNet 19h 0.689367 0.2718
IntentGC(All) with IntentNet 21h 0.701740 0.3746
IntentNet vs. GCN. In order to scale up the graph convolution for
billion-scale user-item graphs, we propose IntentNet with the idea
of dividing the functionality of GCN into two separate components
(vector-wise convolutional network on graphs and dense network
on nodes). In this way, time complexity can be reduced dramati-
cally.Moreover, by avoiding unnecessary interactions in themodel,
less parameters in IntentNet would better resist overfitting. To test
these ideas, we evaluate two IntentGC variants to model only one
type of auxiliary relationships in the experiment: one with Intent-
Net as the model and the other with GraphSage (a state-of-the-art
GCN model) as the model. We denote them as “IntentGC(Single)
with IntentNet” and “IntentGC(Single) with GraphSage”, respec-
tively. Based on the same number of training epochs, it can be
seen from Table 3 that IntentGC(Single/All) with IntentNet takes
19/21 hourswhile IntentGC(Single) withGraphSage takes 78 hours.
Thus, IntentGC(Single/All) with IntentNet can accomplish training
in one day with a dataset of records from the past 7 days (i.e., the
size of the training set in Taobao dataset) in order to serve online
for tomorrow. However, IntentGC(Single) with GraphSage trained
on day T can only be deployed online on day T + 5, since it needs
more than 3 days of training. Because user-item recommendation
is highly sensible to time, IntentGC(Single) with GraphSage is not
feasible in practice. In our work, IntentNet also enables us to han-
dle more heterogeneous relationships with a similar training time.
Although IntentGC(Single) with GraphSage cannot provide a
trained model onT +1 in reality, we still use the dataset of dayT +1
to evaluate its performance for fair comparison. In Tables 3 and 4,
we observe that IntentGC(Single) with IntentNet is also more ef-
fective than IntentGC(Single) with GraphSage in both Taobao and
Amazon. It suggests that vector-wise convolution on graphs ac-
tually avoids useless feature interactions and fits the data better
without overfitting.
Effectiveness of Different Types of Auxiliary Relationships.
By now, we have only compared one type of auxiliary relationships
in IntentGC(Single) with IntentGC(All). To study whether model-
ing heterogeneous auxiliary relationships can really lead to better
performance than any single type, we deploy a specific version of
Table 4: IntentNet vs GCN in Amazon
algorithm AUC MRR
IntentGC(Single) with GraphSage 0.808307 1.7212
IntentGC(Single) with IntentNet 0.826094 2.2249
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Figure 5: The study of heterogeneous relationships
IntentGC(Single) for each type of auxiliary relationships. In Fig. 5,
we name these specific versions by the type name of the objects
used for generating auxiliary relationships. For example, “word”
in Fig. 5 means we only use the auxiliary relationships generated
by user-word-user and item-word-item links, “item/user” in Fig. 5
means we use the same auxiliary relationships with BiNE. It shows
that, the IntentGC(All) outperforms all single type versions in both
Taobao and Amazon, which means that heterogeneous auxiliary
relationships can complement each other and are able to improve
performance when modeled together.
5.4 Online Evaluation
Based on the same algorithms we deploy a recommender system
on Alibaba Advertising Platform. In advertising, we recommend
ads (items) to users. This section presents the results of online A/B
tests in the Alibaba Advertising Platform. To evaluate different al-
gorithms, we use click-through rate (CTR) as the performance met-
ric, which is the key objective for advertising. A higher CTRmeans
a better advertising. It should be noted that, due to Alibaba’s busi-
ness policy, we temporarily cannot expose the absoluteCTR values.
Instead we use a scaled CTR which multiplies the real CTR with a
constant coefficient. This will not affect performance comparison.
The results are reported in Table 5.We compare the performance
of our algorithms to the best baseline that considers only user-
item links (DSPR) and the best baseline that leverages both ex-
plicit preferences and auxiliary relationships (BiNE). We find that
IntentGC(Single) and IntentGC(All) consistently outperform these
baseline methods. It can be observed that the IntentGC(Single) im-
proves CTR by 30.4% compared to the best baseline BiNE, and In-
tentGC(All) further improves CTR by 26.7% compared to IntentGC(Single).
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose the first framework to capture hetero-
geneous auxiliary relationships in recommendation. Empirical ex-
periments demonstrate that these heterogeneous relationships are
practically useful in predicting users’ preferences and complemen-
tary to each other. In our framework, we design a faster graph
convolutional network for billion-scale application. Experimental
Table 5: Online performance of compared methods.
algorithm scaled
CTR
model capability
DSPR 3.2812 consider no auxiliary relationships
BiNE 3.3822 consider one type of auxiliary relationships
IntentGC(Single) 4.4136 consider one type of auxiliary relationships
IntentGC(All) 5.5964 consider heterogeneous auxiliary relation-
ships
results indicate that our method can avoid unnecessary feature in-
teractions with better effectiveness and efficiency.
In future work, it is worth extending our approaches and ideas
to other tasks, such as information retrieval. Besides, it is alsomean-
ingful to study a dynamic graph convolutional model to emphasize
real-time user behaviors as well as interest drift.
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Table 6: Hyper-parameter settings
hyper parameter setting
learning rate 0.0001
optimizer momentum
mini-batch size 200
full-connected network structure [110, 800, 300, 100]
q-stack number 2
stddev for initializing network 0.8
stddev for initializing embedding 0.4
δ in Eq. (6) 0.3
neighbors for convolution 10
A REPRODUCIBILITY
A.1 Hyper-parameter Settings
For reproducibility, we provide the settings of some key hyper-
parameter settings in Table 6.We also have a few insights for hyper-
parameter tuning in the following. 1) Compared algorithms are
not quite sensitive to learning rate between 0.001 to 0.0001; 2) 100-
1000 is a good range for the mini-batch size. In our experiments,
we use 200; 3) The standard deviation for initializing parameters
is quite important. For network parameters, smaller standard de-
viation might lead to bad local optimum. For feature embedding
parameters, larger standard deviation causes slow convergence; 4)
10 neighbors for convolution are good enough for significantly im-
proving the performance, more neighbors raise the time complex-
ity and the improvement is not so much. For practical usage, we
use 10 neighbors in this paper and also in product.
It is worth to note that, we use the same hyper-parameter set-
tings in experiments for all the algorithms, which results in good
convergence. This also ensures a fair condition for performance
comparison.
A.2 Hardware and Software
In distributed learning, we use a cluster of 200 machines for each
epoch of each algorithm, where an instance machine has 32 CPU
cores and 128G memory. All models are implemented on Tensor-
Flow v1.7 and Python v2.7. The wiki for distributed environment
setting is shared in https://github.com/alibaba/euler/wiki.With the
distributed environment been set, readers can reproduce our re-
sults by running codes in https://github.com/peter14121/intentgc-models.
A.3 Dataset Preprocessing
Taobao: We collect all records from October 11, 2018 to October
19, 2018 in Taobao App. It is a dataset with rich information includ-
ing user profiles, item descriptions, user click behaviors, purchase
data, impression lists of pages, etc. In this dataset, we consider user
clicks as explicit preferences on items (labeled edges). Using other
types of behaviors to be the preference labels is also valid. How-
ever, we choose clicks since this kind of information is relatively
abundant and is a superset of purchases. To simulate a real recom-
mendation task in offline evaluation, we use the data from October
11 to October 17 as the training set, and use the data in October 19
as the test set (we skip the data for 18th since in practice the model
training needs one day). In this way, the offline recommendation
is quite similar to the real usage in online product, and share the
same evaluation setting with the online A/B tests.
Amazon: This dataset is a subset of product reviews and meta-
data provided by Amazon. Since user clicks are not provided in
the dataset, we consider high ratings (rating = 5) as explicit pref-
erences on items. With this definition, we can formulate a recom-
mendation task. Because Amazon only opened limited data in the
public dataset, we use a wide range of time for both training and
test. In the experiment, we use the data from August 1, 2006 to July
30, 2013 as the training set, and use the data from August 1, 2013
to July 23, 2014 as the test set. This still keeps the nature of predict-
ing unseen behaviors in the recommendation task and split ratio
is also similar to that of the Taobao dataset.
A.4 Feature Design
Since there are some differences between Taobao dataset and Ama-
zon dataset, we design features for each of them. The correspond-
ing features are illustrated in the following:
Features of Taobao: There are relatively richer information in
Taobao dataset since we own the complete records on the plat-
form. Main features for user nodes include: preferred categories
(including various levels), favorite brands, frequent query words,
user profile (age, occupation, income, province, gender, etc.), mem-
ber information (vip level, star level, etc.), purchased items’ sta-
tistics (average price, trade number, etc.), visited shops, preferred
properties, etc. Main features for item nodes include: words of ti-
tle, category path, properties, brand, shop information, statistics
(price, trade, CTR, etc.), profiles of frequently visiting users, busi-
ness types (e.g., b2c or c2c), etc. These are the major features de-
signed for Taobao dataset that can lead to good performance, we
omit the other features due to business secret.
Features of Amazon: We have limited access to Amazon’s data,
so we designed a smaller feature set for it. Main features for user
nodes include: preferred categories (including two levels), favorite
brands, preferred words collected from high rated items, high rated
items’ statistics from metadata, average rating score, consumption
level, number of reviews written. Main features for item nodes in-
clude: words of title, category path, brand, statistics frommetadata
(price, reviews, etc.), popular review users’ statistics (rating distri-
bution, number of reviews written, etc.). Although we cannot ac-
cess many other features in Amazon, the major features are simi-
lar to the ones of Taobao dataset. For a complete reveal of features,
please refer to the code.
We also obtain a helpful insight for feature designing by ex-
periments: Since we model recommendation as a link prediction
task on the user-item graph, it is expected that a user and his pre-
ferred items should be mapped closer. This inspires us to design
co-features for user nodes and item nodes. To be specific, if we use
price as a feature for item nodes, it is useful to design a matching
feature (e.g., average price) for user nodes as well. This is an effec-
tive strategy to design features for user-item recommendation.
For either Taobao and Amazon dataset, there are two types of
features: continuous features and discrete features. For continu-
ous features (e.g., CTR), it is straightforward to add them directly
to the feature vector. For discrete features, we first construct an
ID dictionary for mapping discrete values, and then use the em-
bedding lookup function to obtain the embedding vectors, which
Table 7: Kinds of heterogeneous auxiliary relationships
Type of Schema Information Example
user-word-user semantic desire office lady style, pet
user-brand-user brand taste and loyalty LOUIS VUITTON, APPLE
user-shop-user browsing habit specific visited shop list
user-item-user common interests on item specific clicked item list
user-property-user preferred property cheap, quality, fashion
item-word-item text similarity sweet, beautiful
item-property-item property similarity quality, fashion
item-brand-item brand similarity LOUIS VUITTON, APPLE
item-user-item common users specific coming user list
item-shop-item belong to the same shop specific shop
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Figure 6: System Architecture
will be concatenated into the feature vector. This preprocessing op-
eration is equivalent to feeding a one-hot vector through a fully-
connected neural layer for each discrete feature, but can be much
faster. If a feature contains multiple discrete values, we use the
tf.nn.embedding_lookup_sparse function for preprocessing.
A.5 Negative Sampling
For each labeled edge (u,v) that represents u’s explicit preference
on itemv , we need to sample multiple negative instances for train-
ing, so that we can learn representations by maximizing the rele-
vance between users and positive items while minimizing the rele-
vance between users and negative items. To make the model capa-
ble of distinguishing hard cases, we only consider negative items
in the same leaf category as the positive item. The steps of nega-
tive sampling include: 1) First, we calculate the weights (click fre-
quency in Taobao; review counts in Amazon) of items in each leaf
category, so the weights of the same item in different category are
also different. 2) Then, for any labeled edge (u,v), we pick a nega-
tive item in the same leaf category by weighted random selection.
For instance, if a category has three items with weights 70, 20, 10,
they will be picked with probabilities 0.7, 0.2, 0.1, respectively. 3)
Last, if the sampled item together with the target user form a pos-
itive instance in the training set, we discard it and do re-sampling.
This negative sampling process is run 5 times for each labeled edge.
Usually, more negative instances lead to more robust performance
but consume more computing resources.
A.6 Heterogeneous Auxiliary Relationships
As mentioned in Section 4.1, robust heterogeneous relationships
and neighborhoods are generated according to the second order
proximity via auxiliary nodes. However, in large-scale graph, the
computation of second order proximity is not feasible. For instance,
a hot brand typically has millions of fans, which results in O(1012)
user pair counting for that brand. For this reason, we use another
practical implementation, in which we do not need to calculate the
complete second-order proximity. The basic idea is that, hot brands
are actually not useful to capture user relationship, because almost
everyone likes them. Hence, if two users prefer a same hot brand,
this only provides a very weak evidence that they share similar
tastes. Following this idea, we only calculate second-order prox-
imity by normal brands with less than 20k user visits per day. We
find that they are more useful to measure the degree of similarity.
For the other auxiliary nodes and edges, we generate second order
proximity relationships among users/items in a similar way. We
provide the kinds of captured auxiliary relationships in Table 7. It
should be noted that, since Amazon only provides a limited access
to its data, we can only use a subset of the whole set of auxiliary
relationships for Amazon. Nevertheless, all the auxiliary relation-
ships in Table 7 can be obtained in the Taobao dataset. In addition,
a very few nodes have less than 10 neighbors (or no neighbor). For
those nodes, default nodes are generated by replicating its most
similar neighbor (or the node itself if no neighbor exists) and used
to fill the blanks.
A.7 System Architecture
The system architecture of our approach is depicted in Fig. 6, which
is implemented to meet the requirements of the IntentGC frame-
work in Section 4.4. The data preprocessing of features and graphs
beforemodel training is handled offline byMapReduce downstream
in Java, and both training and inference components are imple-
mented on a distributed IntentGC platform in Python. It is worth
to note that, this is a highly flexible implementation in that we re-
move the limitation of training on clusteredmini-graph batches. In-
stead of producing clustered mini-graphs for every batch, we sam-
ple random nodes and fetch their neighborhoods from the graph
indexing engine by hash keys in the run time of training. The in-
ference component is much like the training component except
without backward propagation. After inference, user representa-
tions and item representations are stored in database for online
services. All experiments in this paper are implemented on a graph
learning framework named Euler. Its source code can be found in
https://github.com/alibaba/euler.
